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Wave Function Scarring Effects in Open Ballistic
Quantum Cavities
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Numerical simulations have been carried out of the magneto-transport and
corresponding wave functions of two quantum dot structures, namely the stadium
and the Sinai billiard. In our simulations, the Schr6dinger equation is mapped onto a
tight-binding lattice by replacing derivatives by finite differences, and the conductance is
calculated via the Landauer formula following the application of an iterative technique
to translate across the structure. In both structures, many of the resonance features in
the transport show scarring, that is, the amplitude of the corresponding wave functions
is highly concentrated along underlying periodic classical orbits. Our analysis indicates
that certain periodicities evident in the magneto-transport can be associated with
particular orbits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Semiconductor billiards have recently attracted
considerable interest as a novel probe of transport
and quantum chaos. The devices examined typi-
cally consist of a central mesoscopic cavity,
connected to external reservoirs by a pair of
quantum point contacts through which current is
measured. The lithographic size of these dots is
usually made much smaller than the mean free
path, so that transport is ballistic. While it has
been suggested that multiple billiard scattering

from cavity walls will induce chaotic behavior [1],
recent studies of rectangular billiards have estab-
lished the basic regular nature of the orbits [2]. In
stadium billiards, it is still thought that chaotic
behavior is induced, even in open structures [3, 4].
However, recent experiments on stadium shaped
dots suggest that their electrical properties are
dominated by a characteristic periodicity in their
magnetoconductance [3, 5]. In the earlier study, it
was tentatively suggested that this periodicity
arises from the remnants of regular, semi-classical
orbits within the dots [3]. In order to investigate
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this effect, we have modeled the dots by solving the
quantum mechanical problem on a discrete lattice

using a numerically stabilized variant of the
transfer matrix approach [6]. The details of this
method are summarized in the next section. The
section following presents our theoretical results
for the stadium as well as a comparison with
experiment. Simulating dots of comparable size,
we reproduce the periodicity of the fluctuations
found experimentally. Moreover, we find that the
wave functions of these structures can be heavily
scarred by periodic orbits, with certain scars

recurring periodically in magnetic field, in good
correspondence with selected peaks in the power
spectra. In the next section, we consider the Sinai
billiard, which consists of a nominal square
ballistic quantum dot with a circular anti-dot in
the center and is another structure whose classical
analog is chaotic. Recent experiments [7] have
shown self-similar (fractal) behavior in the mag-
netoconductance of such structures, appearing in a
series of peaks in the resistance. Not only do our
simulations show indications of self-similarity on

scales similar to that observed experimentally, but
that this behavior can in fact coexist with the
periodic scarring effect associated with regular
orbits. The paper concludes with a summary.

2. METHOD OF CALCULATION

As displayed in Figure 1, the typical situation is
one in which ideal quantum wires, which extend
outward to +cx are connected to the quantum dot,
a stadium in this case. This problem can be solved
by using an iterative method [6] applied to the
discretized version of the Schr6dinger equation,
obtained by keeping terms up to first order in the
approximation of the derivative:

EF Oj 3j -- Oj,j_ )j_ 2v Oj,j+ /)j+ 0

where j is a M-dimensional vector containing the
amplitudes of the j th slice. The problem is solved
on a square lattice of lattice constant a with the

i=M

j=O j=N+I

FIGURE The geometry of one of the quantum dots consi-
dered in this study. The grid represents the underlying mesh on
which the calculations are performed, though in practice the
grid is much finer that that shown here.

wires extending M lattice sites across in the x
direction and the region of interest being broken
down into a series of slices along the y direction. In
this equation, the Hj matrices represent Hamilto-
nians for individual slices and the matrices H, j-1

and Hj, j+I give the inter-slice coupling. By
approximating the derivative, the kinetic energy
terms of Schr6dinger’s equation get mapped onto
a tight-binding model with t---h2/2m*a 2 repre-
senting nearest neighbor hopping. The potential
simply adds to the on site energies. Assuming a

flux incident from the left, this equation can be
used to derive a transfer matrix which allows us to
translate across the system and thus calculate the
transmission coefficients which enter the Land-
auer-Biittiker formula to give the conductance.
Transfer matrices however are made unstable due
to exponentially growing and decaying contribu-
tions of the evanescent modes. This difficulty can
be overcome by performing some clever matrix
manipulations and calculating the transmission by
a iterative procedure rather than just multiplying
transfer matrices together [6]. The amplitudes of
the wave functions at specific values of x and y can
be found easily by backward substitution after the
iteration is performed.

3. THE STADIUM

The correspondence between periodicities in the
conductance and scarring effects was first sug-
gested as a possibility in the context of stadium
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shaped quantum dots by Marcus et al. [3]. Pro-
vided an ensemble average was not performed,
they found that a Fourier analysis of their
conductance fluctuations revealed the presence of
strong peaks at a few discrete frequencies. The
stadium is of particular interest, since its closed,
classical analog is well known to be chaotic (it
should be noted, that a closed quantum stadium
structure has also been achieved [7]). As such, one

might expect the behavior to reflect ergodicity, or

phase space filling. Such behavior is only recovered
after ensemble averaging over many conductance
traces, each obtained by altering the gate voltage
[3, 4]. Importantly, such averaging has the effect of
returning the dot, and its point contact leads, to
the classical regime, since the quantization is
averaged out, and the proper quantum behavior
is masked.
The results of a Fourier analysis of a single

conductance trace are shown in Figure 2(a) as
curve (a), taken from Ref. [3]. In the inset is a

micrograph of the actual dot on which the
experiments were performed. As shown, the input
and output leads were at right angles to each
other. The dot size was approximately 0.4 x 1.0 lam
and the electron density was 3.6 x l0 ll cm-2.
Curve (b) is the Fourier power spectrum obtained
from our simulation of a similar sized dot (after
accounting for depletion). Both the experiment
and the simulation show strikingly similar harmo-
nic content, with well defined peaks at f 20, 33
and 65 T-1 in both cases. For the simulation, four
modes were allowed to propagate in the leads. In
addition to the periodicity, we see scarring effects.
Figure 2(b) shows a representative example, a

wave function scarred by an underlying "bow-tie"
shaped classical orbit, which occurs at B= 0.229 T.
Unfortunately, while other scars do appear, it is
difficult to establish a connection between any scar
and a particular power spectrum peak, as similar
looking scars can be resolved only at a very few
other values of field.

Figure 3 shows an example in which the stadium
has centrally alignedleads, dimensions of 0.4 lam x
0.8 l.tm and an electron density of 4x 10 cm-2.

(a)

(a)
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FIGURE 2 In panel (a), the Fourier power spectrum of the
conductance fluctuations is plotted. The curve labeled (a) is for
the experimental stadium dot shown in the inset (from Ref. [3],
with permission). Curve (b) is the result of the quantum
simulation. Panel (b) show a "bow-tie" scar that appears in the
stadium wave function. Probability density (l(x,y)l2) versus x
and y plotted here, with higher amplitude corresponding to
darker shading.

0.05 0. 0.20 0.30
B(T)

FIGURE 3 Conductance fluctuations, 6g, are plotted as a
function of magnetic field for a stadium quantum dot with
aligned leads. The right inset shows the corresponding power
spectrum. The left inset shows a "whispering gallery" scar that
recurs at the points indicated by the solid circles.

Here we plot the conductance fluctuations for this
configuration and the corresponding power spec-
trum is shown in the left inset. A single peak at 47
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T-lclearly dominates. The corresponding mag-
netic field period is 0.021 T, in good agreem.ent
with the spacings between successive minima in
the fluctuations. The solid circles correspond to
values of B where a "whispering-gallery" scar was
observed in the wave function. An example of such
a scar is shown in the left inset, which corresponds
to B=0.288 T. The quantization of modes in the
contacts causes the electrons to be injected in
collimated beams directed at well defined angles
[2], and it is this effect that is responsible for
exciting the orbit seen here. The "whispering-
gallery" scars appear at very nearly periodic
intervals, with the period also being 0.021 T, thus
a strong correspondence can be made between a

particular power spectrum peak and a periodic
orbit in this case.

4. THE SINAI BILLIARD

As mentioned in the introduction, the Sinai
billiard is another example in which the classical
dynamics is expected to be chaotic, at least in the
closed structure. The experimental observation of
"self-similarity" in the magnetoresistance of such
structures has been recently reported [8]. Self-
similar or fractal behavior has long been asso-
ciated with chaos. We have performed simulations
of Sinai billiard structures, with configurations
similar to the experimental ones, with a quantum
dot 1.0 lam square, an anti-dot in the center, two
leads in the bottom left-hand size corner (refer to
Fig. 4(c)) and an electron density of 2.3 x 101 cm-2.
Figure 4(a) shows a resistance trace obtained from
such a simulation, with the leads adjusted to
support four propagating modes, and the central
anti-dot approximately 0.2 lam in radius. We show
this example because, first of all, it shows
indications of the self-similar behavior seen experi-
mentally. A blow-up of the central region of
Figure 4(a), is displayed in Figure 4(b). Note
that the basic form of two broad humps occurs on
both scales. The peak of the hump in (a) occurs at

10 mT and in (b) at 0.5 mT, indicating a

’
(a) /

(c) (d)

FIGURE 4 (a) A resistance trace obtained from a simulation
of a Sinai billiard, with input and output leads are in the bottom
left hand corner of the structure (these are seen clearly in (d)).
(b) A blow-up of the central region of shown in (a). (c) The
scarred wave function at B 16 mT, which corresponds to the
resonance indicated by the arrow in the top frame. (d) Another
diamond scar from the periodic series, this one at B= 49 mT.

scaling factor of 20, which is in agreement with
that observed experimentally [8]. Secondly, despite
this apparent self-similar behavior, this example
also shows periodic scarring effects similar to that
observed for stadium. Figure 4(c) shows the
scarred wave function B= 16 mT, which corre-
sponds to the resonance indicated by the arrow in
Figure 4(a). Note the distorted diamond-shaped
periodic orbit reflected by the wave function.
Similar scarred wave functions appear at intervals
of 8 mT. Figure 4(d) shows another diamond
scar from this periodic series, this one at B 49 roT.
As in the stadium, the excitation of this parti-
cularly periodic orbit can be attributed in large
part due to the collimation effect on the input
leads. In fact, similar scars have been observed in
simple square quantum dots [2]. What is interest-
ing however in the Sinai billiard is that, the
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circular anti-dot in the center can in fact cause a
"shadow" effect, which can make configuration
appear more regular than the simple regular dot.
This is most apparent when the collimated beam
exiting the left contact just grazes the anti-dot and
is indicated by the periodic appearance of many
well defined scars. For example, in a 0.3 jam square
dot, four examples of a diamond shaped orbit were
observed at periodic intervals, with the periodic
scarring effects becoming much weaker as the dot
is made larger [2]. In contrast, with a much larger
Sinai billiard dot, we have seen the diamond
pattern recur as many as six times. We shall give a
much fuller account of these results elsewhere.

5. SUMMARY

Despite the fact that the closed, classical analogs
of the structures we have studied are know to be
chaotic, we have found that regular periodic orbits
strongly influence the magneto-transport of both
the stadium and Sinai billiard structures. Evidence
for these orbits is seen in scarred wave functions,
which can recur periodically in magnetic field. In
both cases, the quantization of modes in the leads
is crucial in exciting the particular orbits evident in
the scarred wave functions, as this quantization
causes the electrons to be injected in collimated
beams directed at well defined angles. For the
stadium in particular, the scarring periodicities
show good correspondence with power spectrum
peaks, providing strong evidence that the periodi-
cities evident in the magneto-conductance fluctua-
tions are in fact tied to specific periodic orbits.
Moreover, we obtain power spectra that agree well
with the experimental observations. In the Sinai
billiard, we see indications of the self-similar
behavior observed experimentally coexisting with
the periodic scarring behavior. The actual origin of
the self-similar behavior in this structure requires
further study. However, in this regard, it should be
mentioned that the results of a semi-classical
analysis have lead to the prediction of fractal
conductance fluctuations in chaotic cavities, no-

tably for cases in which there is a mixed (chaotic
and regular) phase space [9].
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